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ABSTRACT
Large scale digital particle image velocimetry (PIV) and laser speckle velocimetry (LSV) are applied to landslide
generated impulse waves. The challenges posed to the measurement techniques in an extremely unsteady three
phase flow consisting of granular matter, air and water are considered. Areas of interest up to 0.8 m by 0.8 m are
investigated in the impulse wave generation zone. The complex flow phenomena present in the first stage of impulse
wave initiation are: High speed granular slide impact, impulse flux transfer, flow separation and reattachement, cavity
formation and collapse, slide deformation and penetration into fluid. During this first stage the three phases are
separated along sharp interfaces changing significantly within time and space. A combined analysis method for PIV
in water flow and LSV on the corona of the landslide surface is presented. Digital masking techniques are applied to
distinguish between phases thereafter allowing phase separated image processing. The combination of PIV and LSV
reveals insight into the impulse transfer mechanism. Applicability of PIV at large scale as well as to flows with large
velocity gradients due to the presence of a strong shock are highlighted. An introductory vector-field obtained by
means of PIV is shown in Fig. 1 with flow reattachement and characteristic saddle point above slide shoulder.
Subsequent wave generation stages with granulate detrainment, bubble break up and massive phase mixing are not
considered here.
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Fig. 1

Velocity vector field (784 mm x 765 mm) for F = 1.2, vs = 2.5 m/s, m = 27 kg, h = 0.45 m, α = 45°
at t = 396 ms; vector resolution reduced by a factor of 4.
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INTRODUCTION
Large water waves in reservoirs, lakes, bays and oceans are generated by landslides, shore instabilities, snow
avalanches, glacier and rock falls (Voight, 1979). In oceans landslides are responsible for the creation of dangerous
“surprise tsunamis“ accounting for 10 % of worldwide registered tsunamis (Ward, 2000). For Fjord like lakes impulse
waves are particularly significant, due to steep shores, narrow reservoir geometries, possible large slide masses and
high impact velocities. The resulting impulse waves can cause disaster due to runup along the shore line and
overtopping of dams. Impulse waves are shallow or intermediate depth water waves. They may be subdivided into
nonbreaking and breaking regimes depending on landslide and water body characteristics. Nonbreaking impulse
waves are typically solitary or cnoidal waves. Often they are perturbed by superimposed oscillatory components.
Breaking impulse waves are of the spilling or plunging breaker type whereas broken impulse waves may have a bore
regime.

PHYSICAL MODEL
Subaerial landslides impacting onto a water body at high velocities are considered in a geometrically undistorted
Froude similarity model (Hughes, 1993). Experiments were conducted in a rectangular prismatic water wave channel (L
x W x H: 11 m, 0.5 m, 1 m) with a hill slope angle α of 45° and varying stillwater depths h ranging from 300 to 675 mm.
Landslides were modelled with an artificial granular material (PP-BaSO4) having the exact density (2.64 g/cm3) and
granulometry of typical natural rock formations. The granular material consisted of 87 % Barium-Sulphate
compounded with 13 % Polypropylen. Mass impact characteristics were controlled by means of a novel pneumatic
acceleration mechanism (Fritz and Moser, 2000), thus allowing exact reproduction and independent variation of single
dynamic slide parameters. For a slide mass of 108 kg for example impact velocities vs up to 8 m/s are reached. The
pneumatic landslide generator allowed to investigate slide mass, slide shape and impact velocity effects within a wide
spectrum of impact Froude-numbers from 0.8 to 6. The impact Froude-number is defined as

vs
gh

F =

and relates the impact velocity vs to the shallow water wave propagation velocitiy.
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Fig. 2

Impact experiment at F = 3.3 with vs = 7 m/s, m = 108 kg, h = 0.45 m and α = 45°.

The complex phenomena that occur during the initiation of an impulse wave associated with an extremely unsteady
process are shown in Fig. 2. The flow separation on the back of the landslide creates a large cavity which often
exceeds the landslide volume. Three phases may be clearly distinguished: water, granular material and air.
Subsequent cavity collapse and detrainment of the granular material cause massive mixing of air and water. Flow
fields, phase surfaces, void fraction as well as light scattering properties in the impact area change completely within
few milliseconds posing a major challenge to measurement techniques.

INSTRUMENTATION
Synchronization
Three different measurement techniques were built into the physical model: Laser distance sensors (LDS), particle
image velocimetry (PIV) and capacitance wave gauges (CWG). Fig. 3 gives an overview on the implementation and
combination of the various systems used. The pneumatics control unit serves as trigger master. It controls some
thirty pneumatic valves, pressure and position sensors and synchronizes the start of landslide acceleration with the
data acquisition of the two measurement PCs. The two PCs serve as sub-masters. Real time problems are avoided by
means of TTL hardware triggering pulses.

Fig. 3

Experimental setup with pneumatic installation and measurement systems: LDS, CWG and
PIV. PIV-System with CCD-camera twin Nd.YAG-laser, simplified light-sheet and beam
guiding optics

Laser Distance Sensors
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Slide profiles before impact are scanned with two laser distance sensors. The LDS measures the distance to a target
based on the triangulation principle. A pulsed red laser diode emits pulses at 675 nm and at a frequency of 333 Hz. An
off-axis positioned photon sensitive line records the diffuse reflection of the laser pulse on a solid scatterer. The
position of the recorded reflection on the photon sensitive line allows distance calculation within an accuracy of
0.5 mm for a measuring range of 400 mm. Wave features in the propagation area are determined with capacitance wave
gauges (CWG). Seven CWGs are positioned along the channel with a meter spacing. The LDS-PC makes the analogdigital conversion and aquires the data from LDSs, CWGs and several position and pressure sensors from the
pneumatic landslide generator.

Digital PIV-System
Large scale digital PIV is applied to the decisive initial phase with slide impact, impulse transfer, energy conversion
and wave generation. A twin cavity Nd.YAG-laser was used as light source emitting frequency doubled pulses at
532nm with a repetition rate of 2 x 15 Hz and pulse energies of 2 x 225 mJ at 532 nm (Continuum-SurelitePIV®). The
light sheet is generated right below the partially glassed bottom of the channel using a three lens configuration. First,
the laser beam is sent through a plano-concave cylindrical lens (f = –90 mm), followed by a bi-convex spherical lens
(f = +105 mm) and finally a plano-concave cylindrical lens (f = –10 mm). Altering the distance between the first two
lenses allows light-sheet thickness adjustment whereas changing the distance between the latter lenses adjusts the
divergence of the light-sheet. Under water on channel bottom a 2“-mirror deflects the light-sheet from 4 m
downstream axially into the wave generation zone creating a large vertical light-sheet. The light absorption loss under
water is estimated to 16 % using an absorption coefficient a = 0.042 m-1 for radiation at 532 nm according to Shiffrin
(1988). The light-sheet has a thickness of 3 to 4 mm in the area of interest. Image areas as large as 784(H) x 765(V) mm
are aquired reading out 1008(H) x 984(V) pixels of a megaresolution progressive scan CCD-camera (Kodak-ES1.0DC®).
Image exposure occurs in the back-to-back mode with pulse separations from 1 to 17 ms depending on impact
velocity and area of interest. Each pair of back-to-back single exposure images allows velocity field calculation by
means of cross-correlation. With the camera frame rate of 30 Hz the time resolution of the PIV-system is 2D-2C
velocity vector field estimation at 15 Hz. A precision measurement objective (Schneider-Kreuznach: Xenon®) with a
focal length f = 25.6 mm and a diaphragm aperture f# = 1.4 (max. f# = 0.95) is used. With an observation distance of
2.3 m (0.25 m under water) the magnification factor is M = 0.0115 and the depth of field according to Adrian (1991)

(

∆l = 4 1 + M −1

)f

2
#

λ ≈ 33 mm .

(2)

A 532 nm narrow-line filter (FWHM = 10nm) avoided interference with the laser distance sensors at 675 nm and
reduced the noise on the second image when working with room light. Reduction of light intensity due to the filter
was 30 %. Even with a 1k by 1k CCD-camera spatial resolution is limited for large scale applications. Large tracer
particles are required to avoid peak locking problems. Transparent spherical seeding particles (Grilamid®) with a
monodisperse diameter of d p = 1.6 mm and a density of 1.006 g/cm3 were used. According to Adrian (1995) the
diffraction limited minimum image diameter d diff is

d diff = 2.44 f # (M + 1)λ ≈ 2 µm

(3)

and the particle image diameter d τ

dτ =

2
(Md p )2 + d diff

≈ 18.5µ m .

(4)

With the CCD-pixel diameter of 9 µm (CCD-size 9 mm2) the particle image diameter d τ corresponds to 2.1 pixels. This
ensures minimum peak detection RMS-uncertainty of 0.03 pixel according to Raffel et al. (1998). By means of crosscorrelation analysis instantaneous 2D-2C velocity vector fields may be computed. Adaptive multipass algorithms
(Scarano and Riethmuller, 1999) and second order correlation (Hart, 1998) implemented in the analysis software
(LaVision DaVis ® PIV-package) are applied.

PIV COMBINED WITH LSV
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All measurements presented are taken during the first stage of a slide impact with impulse transfer, flow separation,
cavity formation, first wave crest generation and slide penetration along the channel bottom. Typical unprocessed
PIV-images of this stage are shown in Fig. 4. The three phases – granular material, water and air – are clearly
separated along distinct borderlines. Later stages with cavity collapse, slide detrainment and massive phase mixing
are not considered here.

Fig. 4

PIV-Images: two adjacent PIV images from two different runs mounted together, total area
captured 1568 mm x 765 mm; F = 1.9, vs = 4 m/s, m = 108 kg, h = 0.45 m, α = 45°, time after
impact t = 406 ms.

In Fig. 4 the granular slide is deformed due to impact and deflection at the channel bottom. The slide has reached
maximum thickness and minimum length due to compaction. The characteristic B-shape at the slide front forms due to
deflection at the channel bottom. In water laser light is scattered by transparent spherical seeding particles (Grilamid®,
d p = 1.6 mm, ρ p = 1.006 g/cm3) shown in Fig. 5b). A speckle pattern is formed on the slide surface in channel axis due
to direct illumination from the laser light-sheet. Fig. 5a) illustrates the cylindrical shape of the granular grains (PPBaSO4, ρ g = 2.64 g/cm3, d g = 4 mm).
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Fig. 5

Macro-Photos of a) granulate: PP-BaSO4, d g = 4 mm, ρ g = 2.64 g/cm3 and b) seeding
particles: Grilamid®, d p = 1.6 mm, ρ p = 1.006 g/cm3.

Before analysing images like in Fig. 4 digital masks were generated. The water surface is masked to avoid biased
correlation signals due to total reflections and light scattering of floating seeding particles. Most of the tongue
shaped granular slide surface is both out of the light-sheet plane and camera depth of field (Eq.1). To avoid
systematic errors because of perspective projection of out of plane objects only the corona of the slide in channel
axis within the depth of field and directly illuminated by the laser is left uncovered. A speckle pattern created by
direct light-sheet illumination in channel axis on the granular slide surface is shown in Fig. 6a) for an interrogation
window of 32 x 32 pixels. For the same interrogation cell size a typical PIV-window taken from the water wave is
shown in Fig. 6b). A dozen discrete seeding particles create an image intensity pattern used for cross-correlation
analysis. The ideal particle image diameter calculated in Eq.(4) is confirmed in Fig. 6b).

Fig. 6

Interrogation windows with a size of 32 x 32 Pixels: a) speckle pattern on slide surface and
b) particle image pattern in water.

Although speckle and PIV patterns differ strongly as demonstrated in Fig. 6, they were analysed using the same
software algorithm. For Laser Speckle Velocimetry (LSV) conducted on the slide surface and PIV in water the adaptive
multipass algorithms (Scarano and Riethmuller, 1999) and second order correlation (Hart, 1998) were applied. The
initial cell size of typically 64 x 64 pixels was reduced during iterations to 32 x 32 or 16 x 16 pixels.
The cross-correlation function RII equivalent to a complex conjugate multiplication of their Fourier transforms
(Bachman et al., 2000)

RII = Î 1 Î 2

(5)

is calculated via FFT with no zero-padding. Î1 and Î2 are the Fourier transforms of the matrix intensity functions I1 and
I2 from corresponding interrogation windows, respectively. Not normalized cross-correlation functions RII computed
for 32 x 32 pixel interrogation cells are shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7

Cross-correlation functions RII computed for 32 x32 pixel interrogation cells of a) speckle
pattern on slide surface and b) particle image pattern in water; displacement components:
sx = s’x –16, sz = s’z –16 [pixel].

The displacement prediction is subtracted in the correlation functions because an adaptive multipass algortithm was
used. Therefore, the main displacement peaks are located almost in the center of the correlation function indicating
only small differences to the displacement predictions computed for previours 64 x 64 pixel cell sizes. The difference
in peak shape becomes obvious when comparing a correlation function from a speckle pattern in Fig. 7a) with the
corresponding PIV-pattern in Fig. 7b). Peaks obtained from speckle pattens are much wider than peaks computed
from PIV-patterns. Since the correlation functions shown in Fig. 7 are not normalized a further difference is noteable:
The whole intensity level of the speckle correlation function is approximatively a factor 3 to 4 times higher as
compared to the PIV correlation function. The combination of PIV and LSV is applied to two time steps of a high
speed impact unsing the same algorithms (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8

Velocity vector fields (784 mm x 765 mm) for F = 3.8, vs = 8 m/s, m = 108 kg, h = 0.45 m, α = 45°,
at a) t = 54 ms and b) t = 120 ms; vector resolution reduced 4x for visibility.
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Shortly after impact the large velocities on the slide surface are confronted with significantly lower velocities in the
water, characterising the presence of a strong shock (Fig. 8a). At a time increment of 1/15 s the slide has transferred a
large part of the impulse flux to the water body (Fig. 8b). The sequence further indicates the generation of a large
cavity due to flow separation on the shoulder of the slide. In Fig. 9 the velocity vectors from Fig. 8 are presented as
scatter plots.

Fig. 9

vx-vz-Scatter plots: F = 3.8, vs = 8 m/s, m = 108 kg, h = 0.45 m, α = 45°; at a) t = 54 ms and
b) t = 120 ms.

Two velocity areas may be distinguished (Fig. 9a): (1) The narrow separated band containing all the high velocity
vectors represents the velocity of the slide surface within the light sheet, and (2) the low velocity area corresponding
to water flow. The separation between the two areas indicates the presence of a strong shear flow between slide
surface and water. As can be seen in Fig. 4 sediment transport occurs on the slide surface with grains being pulled
from the separation point on slide shoulder up to the splash. This leads to a pealing effect on the slide front. One
time-step later the two areas are still visible but they have approached each other. Thus the landslide has transmitted
momentum and energy onto the water phase.
For this extremely unsteady flow the main advantage of PIV is the capability to reveal instantaneous velocity vector
fields within a large area of interest. A sequence of four PIV-measurements with a time step of 200 ms is shown in
Fig. 10. Velocity vector-fields from two different experiments are mounted together to reveal the main macro-structure
of the flow process: Slide impact (Fig. 10a), flow separation and cavity formation (Fig. 10a,b), slide penetration and
cavity collapse (Fig. 10c), runup on hill slope and slide detrainment (Fig. 10d). Further instantaneous velocity vectorfields allow insight into wave generation mechanism with the characteristic saddle point formation on slide shoulder
(Fig. 10c,d).
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Fig. 10 PIV-sequence: two adjacent vector-fields (resolution reduced 4x) from two different runs
mounted together, total area 1568 mm x 765 mm; F = 1.9, v s = 4 m/s, m = 108 kg, h = 0.45 m,
α = 45°, and at a) t = 206 ms, b) t = 406 ms (Fig. 3), c) t = 606 ms, d) t = 806 ms.
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CONCLUSIONS
The challenges posed to the measurement techniques in an extremely unsteady three phase flow due to the high
speed granular slide impact with impulse flux transfer, flow separation, cavity formation and slide deformation were
discussed. Large scale digital particle image velocimetry (PIV) and laser speckle velocimetry (LSV) were successfully
applied to the impulse wave generation zone with areas of interest up to 0.8 m by 0.8 m. A combined analysis method
for PIV in water flow and LSV on the corona of the landslide surface was presented. Digital masking techniques were
applied to distinguish between phases thereafter allowing phase separated image processing. The combination of
PIV and LSV revealed insight into the impulse transfer mechanism. Applicability of PIV at large scale as well as to
flows with large velocity gradients due to the presence of a strong shock was highlighted.
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NOTATION
a
d
f
f#
F
g
h
∆l
m
M
I
RII
t
s
v
x
z
α
λ
ρ

[L–1]
[L]
[L]
[-]
[-]
[LT–2]
[L]
[L]
[M]
[-]
[-]
[-]
[T]
[pixel]
[LT–1]
[L]
[L]
[°]
[L]
[ML–3]

= absorption coefficient
= diameter
= focal length
= diaphragm aperture
= Froude number
= gravity
= stillwater depth
= depth of field
= slide mass
= magnification
= intensity matrix
= cross-correlation
= time after impact
= displacement
= velocity
= streamwise coordinate
= vertical coordinate
= hill slope angle
= wavelength
= density

Subscripts
s
g
p
diff
τ

= slide
= granulate
= seeding particles
= diffraction limited
= particle image

Superscripts
^

= Fourier transform

Abbreviations
ADC
CCD
CWG
LDS
LSV
PIV
PTU
TTL

= analog-digital converter
= charge coupled device
= capacitance wave gauge
= laser distance sensor
= laser speckle velocimetry
= particle image velocimetry
= programmable timing unit
= trigger signal
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